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Task Force on Climate Related Financial Disclosures
Set up in 2015, Chaired by Michael Bloomberg & Mark Carney (ex gov. bank England)

TCFD recommendations, published in June 2017
−

Conduct scenario analyses to identify future climate risks and opportunities as well as business financial
impacts

−

Establish a framework for disclosing climate-related risks and opportunities within mainstream annual
financial filings

−

Board and audit Committee visibility of the assessment and mitigation/ response to the risks and
opportunities

−

The results of the analyses and disclosures to cover: (1) Governance (2) Strategy

(3) Risk Management and (4) Metrics & Targets
−

Climate risk reporting key focus of the UN COP26 in 2021

−

Future mandatory UK climate risk reporting for large businesses indicated in Oct. 21 from Apr.22 onwards
(roll out TBC)
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2. Climate Risk Assessment:
Brief & Scope

dps Pilot: Scenario analysis & scope
2030
Change projection

◦

BERRIES
High risk & UK is an important sourcing region
• Relatively new, ↑ growth category for dps
• South East – Water stressed esp. Medway
• Strategic diversification & innovation

3.9%

ACUTE
↓
reduction in yield

STONE FRUIT
High risk, complex category
NH - SPAIN ↑ VOL + COG

10%

CHRONIC:
↓
reduction in yield

•

Murcia – Water stressed

•

Key early to mid season sourcing region

SH - SOUTH AFRICA ↑ VOL + COG
•

Supply reliant on 3 key Western Cape sub -regions

•

Strategic diversification & innovation
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3. Pilot Methodology &
Approach

Methodology & Approach overview
•
•
•

Decide on scope: Supplier, products and regions
Establish & brief NWT: Internal & suppliers
Data gathering questionnaire, interview templates &
translations

•
•

Background, Change Projection & Identifying Risk
Informal Interviews: NGO’s, universities & suppliers

•
•

Summarise & contextualise key Physical Risks (Acute & Chronic)
Quantify impact - Yield or Cost metric (if available)
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MITIGATION &
DIVERSIFICATION

•
•
•

Capture, map and review plans
Short, medium, long term
(Further literature review)
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REPORT WRITING &
PUBLICATION

•
•

Internal NWT review
Final review & feedback

1
2

PREPARATION
What, Who, How, When

RESEARCH
Literature Review
External Expert & Supplier
Insight

ANALYSIS
Review of insight from all
sources

+ Quantification of category seasonal & regional data and impact metrics – Quality, Yield, Cost
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Natural Work Team

1

•

Technical Director – Decide/ Consult*

•

Sustainability Dev. Manager – Lead

2

•

Overseas Satellite Team - Research
- Spain x 3, South Africa x 2
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•

•

Scope, technical resource sign off

•

Scope, brief internal team, supplier
questionnaire, critical path

•
•

Documentation translation, literature review
Supplier questionnaires & NGO / specialist
bodies interviews

•

Literature review, collation of insight and,
research gap analysis, report writing
NGO interviews (UK)

Sustainability Dev. Manager – Lead
•

ALL- Verify impacts & risks (literature, vs. supplier & sourcing strategy)
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•
•
•
•

Overseas Satellite Team
Technical Manager
Sustainability Dev. Manager
Procurement Manager

•

•
•

Commercial Manager
Procurement Manager

•

•
•

Quality & seasonality insight, quantify quality
impacts
QIP alignment
Sourcing strategy, quantify yield impacts
Retail strategy insight, data, quantify cost &
revenue impacts
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Time Line – 4 months
0. Preparation

1. Background,
2. Change Projection
3. Identifying Risks

4. Mitigation
5. Diversification

Climate Risk Assess. Complete

Report
Writing:
-

Who
How
What
When

Internal review &
report
publication

Research & Insight
- Literature r/v
- Interviews
- NWT meeting r/v
insight, data, gaps &
assumptions

M&D Plans: align
existing & map new
Further literature review
(as required)

July – August: Internal category mid-season / region review of climate related impacts & metrics9

Supplier questionnaire
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4. The Assessment:
Key Findings & Risks

Background & Change Projection
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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Identifying Risks
CHRONIC
•
•

Warmer winters / late frost
Low precipitation
o
o
o

Pest & Disease
Pollination & flowering
Soil Erosion

ACUTE
-

Extreme Heat
Storms, hail
Flash flooding
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Key Impacts: Acute
Erratic

Erratic

Availability

Quality

Reduced

Increased

tonnage
/yield

temp spec
exposure

Early rain

20-30%
yield loss

Cost
Inflation

Hail

20-30%
yield loss

Compounded by: Climate related Issues in contingency and secondary/ complementary COO

Key Impacts: Chronic
Reduced Yield

Availability
Change in seasonal
timing/shorter
regional windows &
season length
uncertainty

Quality
Irregular crop profile
vs. existing
specification by tier

£revenue
↑ Grower inputs
Cost inflation - GPM
Changes in range/
promotional activity

In the absence of mitigation
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5. Risk Management:
Mitigation & Diversification

Example Risk Mitigations

•

Water - Regional Collective Action projects, desalination, drone technology

•

Soil – Evaporation, cover cropping

•

Pest & Disease - Targeted biological pesticide control

•

Chronic Temperature – Predictive modelling, low chill variety stress trials (higher temps than growing region)

•

Extreme Heat/Labour - automated picking trials
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Example Diversifications
•
•
•
•
•

Climate change risks identified and documented
Product specific risk and sensitivity important
Labour diversification of the workforce (Covid)
Apricot yield at high risk (warmer winters, lower chill hours)
New growing region – higher altitude, higher chill hours
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6. Learnings &
Recommendations

R: Future Scenario Analysis & Scope
50

Wider Category Lens
•

2030 Growth projections

•

By Season

•

By Country

•

By Product species

%

28

%

30

%

Mitigate for The Category
•

Wider view of in/out-country M&D plans

•

Build into ongoing sourcing strategy

•

QIP / variety plans

2

%

approx. Spanish season % supply by region
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L: Working through challenges & barriers
What worked well

• Systematic process to identify and categorise regional risks and impacts
• Capturing and gaining visibility of mitigation and investment plans already in place within the
grower base (i.e. long term variety plans focused on eliminating volume / disease threats, regional collective action plans (or lack thereof)
• Understanding barriers to and viability of some mitigation plans

(i.e. investment in rainwater capture, no of years it takes to

trial soil cover/intervention strategies/no of extra people required)

• Benchmark how suppliers in the same region are responding to climate change risks/impacts and
identify where growers/suppliers may need more support with developing appropriate plans/
raising awareness.
• Alignment with customer and legislative priorities e.g. TCFD
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L: Working through challenges & barriers
What was hard
• Gathering the right level of insight to inform scenario analysis (prior to M&D)

• The research phase requires time and the right level of expertise (internally and grower base)
(applicable to importer model - outside of our ‘direct operations’)

• Outsourcing costly and found that we had the right level of expertise within the business to
complete
(need to build in the time/ resource)

• Timing of grower engagement is critical
(pre/ post season)

Getting over barriers
• Engagement of and alignment with the commercial team early on is key
• Developed (and translated Spanish) an internal data gathering tool

(research and mitigation planning phase)

• Face to face (virtually), engagement meetings to explain requirements and the ‘why’.
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